OUR ELEVATOR PITCH

Imagine you're in an elevator one day. Someone walks on and they say "Hey, I'm gonna donate $10,000 to a charity today. Got any suggestions?"

You say "Yes, Alice's Kids!" and they say "What do they do?"

Here is our elevator speech:

Alice's Kids is a national charity that provides financial assistance to children so they can participate in recreational, scholastic, and social activities that are often taken for granted by their more fortunate peers. And the assistance is provided through teachers and social workers so the parent and child are not shamed.

ALICE'S KIDS EARN 2024 SEAL OF TRANSPARENCY

Alice's Kids is excited to announce that the charity rating organization GuideStar, has awarded us their 2024 Platinum Transparency seal. This is earned by proactively sharing information about our charity with the public, such as financials, strategies, goals and results of our work.

Check out our profile on GuideStar!

IN ADDITION TO THE USUAL REQUESTS, IN JANUARY WE PAID FOR...

A body pillow to help an 8-year-old blind boy to sleep.

A Harvard Pre-College Program application fee for a 16-year-old who lives with her single mom and four siblings.

Hockey gear for a 16-year-old boy whose single mother is unable to work because she is permanently

New puppy registration, crate, and to get puppy fixed for 11-year-old boy. The child has anxiety and
disabled. This young man is on the autism spectrum and has learning issues.

depression and misses his dog he had to leave outside of the country when the family emigrated. The puppy is helping this boy’s mental health